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Abstract. Grammars in general categories are 
cability of a production to an object is given. 
investigated. A topological condition on appli- 
1. Introdnction 
Some attempts have been made in the last years to generalize the original 
Chomsky grammars to more general structures than strings (see e.g. [l, 6,7,9]). In 
[l] Ehrig, Pfender and Schneider developed a categorical language for formulating 
the basic concepts in graph-grammars. 
According to their definition a production may be specified by a couple of graph 
homomorphisms L r I -& R with the common domain L (L stands for left 
side, R for right side, and I for interface of the production.) A direct derivation (from 
A to B) is then any diagram of graph homomorphisms 
1 I 
L-I-R 
(1) 
where (1, I) is a production, and both squares are pushou s. (The pushout A of 1 and i 
is obtained by glueing L and D on the nodes and edges pecified by J, so B results 
from A by replacing an occurrence of L by R.) 
In the present paper we consider from the categorical point of view the following 
question: given a production (I, t) and an occurrence j of L in A, does there exist a 
completion on the diagram (1), i.e. does there exist a direct derivation from A to 
some B via (I, r) and j? Since in the relevant categories the pushouts exist, the 
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problem may be stated as whether L may be glued off A on the position specified by I, 
or in the categorical terms whether there exists a pushout-complement D of I and j. 
Consider for example the following pushout in the category of graphs: 
r 
I 
1 
I i 
r - _ MB 7 
1 
I 
J 
I 
I 
i 
c - W-M 3 
’ l\ ; 
A:1 3: 
f ! l 
I 
-I 
I 
3: D 
! 2f ’ ! 2f 1 
LI,,,, J i--,,A 
where homomorphisms Z, i, j, f are inclusions. 
Define on A a topological space, whose set of points is the set of nodes and edges of 
A, i.e. { 1,2,3, (1,2), (I, 3), (2,3)}, the closure of a node is the node alone, and the 
closure of an edge is the edge together with its source and target node, i.e. {iI= {1}, 
((1, = {(1,2), 1,2}, etc. 
We could then expect that the frontier of the subgraph j[L] G A, which has to Se 
glued off, should be part of the interface d l l[I], i.e. 
Fr(j[L]) c j l 1[1] in A. (3) 
In fact we have 
Fr(j[L])=~nA_j[Ll={(1,2), 1,2}n{(1,3),(2,3), 1,2,3}={1,2} 
= j l l[I:l, 
and it turns out that (3) is the key condition on existence of pushout-complements in 
categories of graph-like objects. 
To proceed more precisely, we need a suitable topological category 9, and for a 
given category & (e.g. graphs, relational structures, etc.) a suitable functor % : d + .9 
such that a diagram I ’ 9 L A A in JB has a pushout-complement iff the diagram 
%(I) *(‘) l ‘B(L) w’) * %(A) 
has a pushout-complement i  9. It turns out that a suitable category 9 is the category 
of quasidiscrete topological spaces and closed and continuous mappings, and suitable 
functors are faithful, hereditary, weak1 y full f unctors preserving pushouts. 
A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [4]. 
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2. Pushout-complements of quasidiscrete spaces 
See e.g. [S] for basic categorical definitions. 
fl f2 A pushout of a diagram A1 -Ao----,A2 is a diagram A&A& A2 
such that fs l fl = fd 9 f2, and for any diagram Al - ” A$-A, with fiefI= 
fi l f2 there exists the unique morphism h :A3 + A; with h l f3 = f$, h .e f4 = f& 
If A3 (with fa, fd) is a pushout of fi and f2, we shall say that A2 (together with fi, f4) 
is a p.o.-complement of fi and fa. 
A topological space (X, (-)) where (-) : exp(X) + exp(X) is a closure operation, 
is quasidiscrete, if for any system of its subsets (A&I 
U{AiliEI}=U{AiJiEI}. 
(It follows A = u((x)l x E A} for any A s X.) It is well-known (see e.g. [3]) that 
quasidiscrete spaces are in one-to-one correspondence with (partially) ordered sets 
via x s y iff x E(Y), and (x) = { y 1 y s x}. In the sequel we shall therefore identify 
quasidiscrete spaces (X, ()) with their corresponding ordered sets (X, s ). As for 
mappings, it is &asy to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let (X, s ), ( Y, s ) be ordered sets, and f : X + Y a mapping. Then 
(1) f is continuous iff it is nondecreasing, 
(2) f is closed iff 
(vxEX)(vyE Y)(y ~f(x)*(3xo~x)(y =f(xo))). 
Denote 9 the category of quasidiscrete spaces and closed and continuous map- 
pings. It is easy to see that monies in 9 are just injections, and epis in 9 are just 
surjections. Furthermore, pushouts are constructed on pushouts of their underlying 
sets: 
Lemma 2. Let (Xl, G 1) _fl (X0, s O) % (X2, s 2) be a diagram in 9, let 
f3 Xl -+ X3 _f* X2 be a pushout of fi, f2 in Set (the category of sets and mappings), 
and let s 3 be rhe transitive closure of 
Then (f& f4) is pushout of (fi, f2) in 9. 
Proof. It is well-known that in Set the pushout X3 is given by X3 = (Xl v X2)/ -, 
where v is disjoint union and - is the least equivalence generated by the relation 
{(fdx), fdx)) Ix E m- 
Let us prove first that f3 is closed. Let x =G 3 f3( y), and suppose that this inequality 
belongs to fi[ s 21, so that there exist x 1 s x2 -9ith x = fd(xl), f3( y) = fd(x2). The last 
equality must be forced by a sequence ~1, . . . , zm EXO with x2 = f2(zd, fi(zl) = 
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fdzz), l l l P f2(z,& =f2(z,,,), y = f&). Since fi and f2 are closed, we can prove by 
induction that there exist wi s Zi with ~1 =f~(iul), fi(wl) =f&), l l l , ~&G-I) = 
f2( w,). Take y. = fl( w,). Then yo s y and f~(y8) = M. 
In the case that he inequality xs &(y ) belongs to fi [ s I] the proof is similar, and 
the general case may be easily proved from these two facts. The proof of closedness 
of f4 is analogous, and the continuity of both f3 and f4 follows from the definition, SO 
fi, f2, f3, f4 form a diagram in 9. Since they form a pushout in Set, they also form a 
pushout in 9. 
fl f3 
Theorem 1. Let (X0, =S ) 4 (Xl, s ) - (X3, s ) be a diagram in 9. There is a p.o. 
complement of fi and fs iff the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) there exists a p.o.-complement of fi and f2 in Set, 
i2) Wf3[&1) s f3 l fdX01 in (X3, s ). 
Let us remark that the first condition is satisfied iff for any x E Xl and for any 
y g Xl -fiCxol, f3b) =f3( y) implies x = Y. 
f2 f4 Proof. Necessity: Let (X0, G ) - (X2, G ) - (X3, s ) be a p.o.-complement of 
(fl, f3) in 9. Condition (1) of the theorem follows from Lemma 2. 
Let x E Fr( f3[Xl]) = f3[X1] A ‘m, so there exists t E X3 -f3[X1] with x s z, 
therefore z E f4[Xz], and since f4[X2] is closed, x E fd[X2]. NOW x E f4[&] nh[Xd 
implies x Ef3 l fi[Xo]. 
Sufficiency: Let (1) and (2) be satisfied. Define X2 = (X3 -f3[X& ufjfi[X~], 
f4 : X2 +X3 as inclusion, and f2 : X0 + X2 as the unique mapping for which fs *fi = 
f3*fi. Define an ordering G on X2 by x s y iff f4(x) sf4( y). It is easy to see that 
(f2, f4) is a pS o.-complement of (fi, f3) in Set so it remains to prove that f2 and f4 are 
closed and continuous: 
(i) f2 is continuous: 
xsy *f4’f2(x)=f3 l f1(dsf3 l fl(Y)=f4‘f2(Y)*f2(x)~f2(Y)~ 
(ii) f4 is continuous: this follows from the definition. 
(iii) f2 is closed: Let y G f2(x) in X2. Then fJ y ) ~f4 l f2(x) = f3 l fib). Since f3 l ft is 
closed, there exists x0 < x with f4(y) = f3 . fi(xo) = f4 - fi(x0). Since .I4 is injectivb, 
Y = Jqxo). 
(iv) f4 is closed: Let y ~-f4(x) in X3. Suppose y&f4[X2], SO y ~fa[Xl]. Suppose 
further that f4(x) E f3[X1]. Then x E f2[X0] and therefore y E f4 9 f2[X0] which is a 
contradiction. Therefore f4(x) # f3[X1], and 
y~f~[X~]nX3-f3[XJ=Fr(f3[X1l)~f3*f1[Xo]=f4 l f2[Xo] 
which is again a contradiction, so y E f.[&]. If y = f&2), then f4(x2) s f4(x) implies 
X25e‘ 
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3. Liig of p.o.-complemelcts 
To utilize the preceding result in other categories, we need functors which reflect 
and preserve p.o.-complements. 
Definition. (1) A system of morphisms (fi)ieI with common range A is collective qi, if 
for any two morphisms g, h : A + B . 
(2) A functor % :& + 48 is faithful, if for any two morphisms f, g of A with 
common domainandrange %(f)=%(g)=+f =g. 
(3) A functor % : d + 48 is hereditary, if for any manic f : X + B(B) in 9B there is a 
morphism g : A + B in JJQ, such that % (g) = f and for any morphism Itt :S(C) -, X in 
Se, if there is a morphism i with f l h = %(i), then there is a morphism j with h = S(j). 
(4) A functor % : d -+ 9? is weakly full, if for any finite collective pi system 
(*(gi) : a(A) + %(A)) ie:I in 99 and any morphism h : %(A)+ %(B>, if there are 
(hi)i,l with h l %(gi) = @(hi), then there is h’ with %(h’) = h. 
(5) A functor % : d -, 48preservespushouts, if for any pushout in & its image under 
% is a pushout in 48. 
It is easy to see, that the composition of faithful, hereditary, weakly full functors 
preserving pushouts i  again a faithful, hereditary, weakly full functor preserving 
pushouts. 
Theorem 2. Let full functor preserving 
fl f3 pushouts. Then a diagram A0 4 A1 d A:, in s& has a pushout-complement iff 
%(fi), 9( f3) has a pushout-complement in 9. 
Prwf. The condition is necessary, since % preserves pushouts. To prove the 
sufficiency, suppose that ($d( fl), %( f3)) has a p.o.-complement i  J& so %(fl)l 
Qt( f3) satisfy (1) and (2) of Theorem 1, and by the proof of this theorem there 
exists a p.o.-complement % (AO) 5 Xz 5 %(A3) of (Wfl), Q (f3b such 
that g4 is manic. Since % is hereditary, there is f4 : A* + Ad with %( f4) = g4, and since 
g4 . g2 = %( f3 . fl), there exists f2 : A0 + A2 with %( f2) = g2. Let us prove that (f2, f4) 
is a p.o.-complement of (fi, f3). Since % is faithful, 
Wf4 l f2)=g4*g2= Q(f3 l fl)*f4*fi=f3’fl* 
h2 Let A1 -% B +-A2 be such that hI l fi = h2 9 fz. Then %(hl), %(h2) determine a 
h : %(A3)+%(B) with h l %(f3)= %(hl), h l %(f4) = %(h2). Since %(f3), %(f4) are 
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collective epi, and % is wea%ly full, there is ho : A3 + B with %(h,) = h. There is 
%(ho l f4) = h l %(,fd) = %(hz) * ho 9 f4 = hz, 
Who 9 f3) = h l Wf3) = %(h,) 3 ho l f3 = hl, 
and the uniqueness of ho follows from the faithfulness of 42. 
TO construct functors satisfying conditions of Theorem 2 for categories, we are 
interested in, we shall construct such functors for categories Set’. If $7 is any small 
category, Set% is the category of all functors from %Z’ to Set and natural trans- 
formations between them. 
Theorem 3. For any small category % there exists a faithful, hereditary, weakly full 
functor 42 : Set% + % preserving pushouts. 
Proof. Let us define % by the following formulae: 
q(f) = ( V f(a), {(fW(x), x)la E @, x Ef(W4)1) 
a&l 
forf: ~-*Set, 
%(r)= v Ta for zany natural transformation in Set? 
a&W 
Here V stands for disjoint union, and the formula for % (f ) defines an ordering on the 
set VaelOl f(a); 9?(o) means the domain of cy. It remains to verify that e(f) is an 
ordered set, %(T) is a closed and continuous mapping, and that % is a functor and has 
the required properties. This is standard, though lengthy, categorical computation. 
To include in our scheme labelled structures (e.g. graphs or relational structures) 
we need the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. Let % be a small category, let (ai)icr be a family of its objects, and let Mbe a 
set (of colors). Define a category 9? as follows: its objects are couples (g, (mi)iEt, where 
g : % + Set is a functor and (mi : g(aij + M) is a family of mappings. Its morphisms 
7 : (g, (mi)i,t) + (h, (ni)i,t) are natural transformations 7 : g + j, such that for any i E I 
ni . Tai = mi. Define a functor a% : 93 + Set’ by %(g, (mi)i,t) = g, %(7) = 7. Then 48 has 
pushouts, and % is a faithful, hereditary, weakly full functor preserving pushouts. 
The theorem may be again proved by standard categorical techniques. 
4. Examples 
4.1. Category of graphs % 
Let % be the category 
RG -x 
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(i.e.its objects are R, X, its morphisms are s, t, and identities on R and X). Then Set* 
is equivalent to the category of graphs. If G : V -+ Set is a graph, then G(X) is the set 
of its nodes, G(R) is the set of edges, and G(s), G(t) are the source and target 
mappings. The functor 4& : 5% + 9 constructed by Theorem 3 is given by the following 
formula: 
where x E G(X) *m = (x}, I E G(R) + m = {r, G(s)(r), G(t)(r)}, so the closure of 
a node is the node alone, and the closure of an edge is the edge together with its 
source and target node. If f is a morphism of %I,,, then %(f) = f” v fR. 
Let G1 be a subgraph of GZ (i.e. Gl(X)s Gz(X), GI(R) s Gz(R), and the 
inclusions form a morphism), and derive the formula for Fr(%(Gl)) in %(G2). We 
have 
Fr(%(Gl))= Gl(X)v G(R)n((GAX)-Gl(X))u(G&O-G,(R))) 
= {x E GWl(3r E G(R) - G(R)) 
9 (X = G2(sj(r) or x = GAt)(r))}. 
In words Fr(%(Gl)) consists of such nodes of G1 which are source or target nodes of 
edges, which are not in G1. 
4.2. Category of symmetric graphs SGr 
Let % be the category 
i G RS‘X 
I 
with composition given by t . i = s, s . i = t, i * i = 1~. Then the category Set’& is 
equivalent to the category of symmetric graphs, and Theorem 3again yields a functor 
Qk9%%+9!. 
4.3. Category of M-colored graphs GrM 
Let M be a fixed set (of colors). An M-colored graph is a graph G together with 
coloring mappings m : G(X)+ M, n : G(R)44 Morphisms f: (G1, ml, nl)+ 
(G2, m2, nz) are graph morphisms f :G1 + G2 preserving colors, i.e. satisfying 
m2*fx =ml, n2*fR= nl. It is easy to see that GrM is equivalent o the catego.ry 
constructed in Theorem 4 with parameters 
Q:R&X, 
t 
a1 =X, a2 = R, M. So by Theorem 2, a p.o.-complement of M-colored graphs exists 
iff there exists p.o.-complement of their underlining graphs. 
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4.4. Category of relational structures of type n 
A type is a sequence of integers n = (nl, . . . , nk), ni s 1. For a given type n 
consider acategory %” whose objects are X, RI, . . . , Rk and whose morphisms are 
tii:Ri+Xforj=l,..., ni (these morphisms do not compose with each other). A 
relational structure of type n may then be defined as a functor f : Va + Set where f (X) 
is the ground set, f (Ri) is a relation of nith arity on f(X), and f (tir) are projections. (So 
a graph is a relational structure of type (2).) It is easy to see that the frontier of a 
substructure f of a structure g is the set of all x e f(X) such that there is some 
r E g(Ri) - f (R;) with x = f (tij)(r) for some j G ni. 
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